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Important March Dates  

(All times are CDT/CST) 

 

February 16, 6:54 pm to March 9, 10:44 pm – Mercury Retrograde 

Mercury retrograde is generally associated with communication and technology breakdowns, 

nervous anxiety, travel delays, and lost items. 

February’s Mercury Retrograde has an especially challenging influence on communications 

because it is square to the Moon. An inner conflict between your thoughts and feelings may lead 

to anxiety, indecision, moodiness and parochialism. 

The Mercury retrograde phase is just one part of the retrograde cycle. The whole cycle includes 

Mercury going direct, retrograde, and direct again over the same degrees, or the retrograde 

zone (28° Aquarius to 12° Pisces). The two direct phases are known as shadow periods. The 

three phases of Mercury retrograde February 2020: 

• February 2 to 16 – The first shadow phase from Mercury entering the retrograde zone 

until Mercury stationary retrograde (28° Aquarius to 12° Pisces). 

• February 16 to March 9 – The retrograde phase lasts from Mercury stationary retrograde 

until the Mercury direction station (12° Pisces to 28° Aquarius). 

• March 9 to 29 – The second shadow phase lasts from Mercury stationary direct until 

Mercury leaving the retrograde zone (28° Aquarius to 12° Pisces). 

 

Mercury Enters Retrograde Zone 

Mercury enters the retrograde zone on February 2. During the first shadow period, you will get 

an idea of the thinking, communication or transport issues that will arise during the retrograde 

phase. 

Mercury Stationary Retrograde 

Mercury retrograde on February 16 makes a significant and challenging aspect to the Moon. 

There are no major fixed stars conjuncting Mercury but the Moon is on a powerful star in the 

Heart of the Scorpion. 

The Moon square Mercury creates a high degree of tension between your heart and mind, or an 

internal debate between your thoughts and feelings. Anything you feel strongly about or have an 

opinion on is subject to your questioning, indecisiveness, and variability of emotions or interest. 

This Mercury retrograde will help you openly and honestly share your feelings but the message 

received can be less thoughtful and caring than intended. Moodiness and parochialism can lead 

to disagreements that harm your intimate relationships. You may not care too much what others 

think of you but your partner most likely will. 

This will be an ongoing issue with Mercury stationing direct quincunx the Moon, and Mercury 

leaving the retrograde zone again squaring the Moon. Friends may come and go but family is 

forever. Your parochial views on family may reach beyond the clan and extend even to 

nationalism. 
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The best use of this tense energy is hard mental work. You can take a critical look at both sides 

as you perfect your ideas. The key to avoiding arguments and strained relationships during this 

time is to stay calm and think before speaking. 

The Moon conjuncting fixed star Antares is helpful in this situation because it gives a broad-

minded and philosophical outlook. It gives great power, honor and wealth, and is favorable for 

business and domestic matters. However, these benefits may not prove lasting, and there is the 

danger of violence, sickness, drowning or assassination.  

Mercury Stationary Direct 

Mercury stations direct on March 9 and another challenging aspect to the Moon carries on the 

Mercury retrograde theme of conflicting feelings and moodiness. 

The Moon quincunx Mercury still causes internal conflict between your thoughts and feelings but 

it also gives the ability to find a balance. While it may still be hard to put your thoughts into 

words, there will be moments of emotional stability and calmness in which you can see things 

more clearly. Take advantage of this mental clarity to find compromises and reach firm 

decisions. 

The Mercury direct phase gives you a chance to pause and reflect before saying something you 

may come to regret. New information will become available and you will be able to look at things 

from a different perspective. This will help you make up for any mistakes during the retrograde 

phase and resolve any relationship problems. 

Mercury Direct March 2020 

Finally, Mercury leaves the retrograde zone on March 29. Just as with Mercury retrograde, the 

Mercury is square the Moon, this time from the opposite degree. The Moon conjuncting fixed star 

Aldebaran is similar to Antares with the Moon but more favorable. It is good for domestic, public 

and religious matters, business, honor, and credit. 

 

March 8 – Daylight Savings Time Begins 

Remember to set your clocks forward one hour. 

 

March 9, 12:48 pm – Full Moon  

The Virgo full moon on Monday, March 9, 2020, has a generally positive influence but there are 

some potential challenges to be aware of. This Full Moon is opposite Neptune which can cause 

confusion, deception, and scandal. This challenging aspect to the planet ruling illness and 

infection may also increase fears about coronavirus which may be well-based if a pandemic is 

declared. A trine aspect to Jupiter brings the potential good fortune, trust, and faith. However, 

this generous aspect to the planet of growth could also increase the spread of the virus. 

These aspects activate Jupiter sextile Neptune. This idealistic and spiritual enlightening aspect 

gives this Full Moon its overall positive influence. It also means hope, faith, and moral integrity 

from Jupiter can overcome any fears, suspicions or secrets from Neptune. 
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Fixed stars which conjunct the Moon also have a mixed influence but again, a generally positive 

one. They bring the potential for regrets, disgrace, and misfortune. But also the strength, 

courage, and spiritual fortitude to combat fear and deception with faith and honesty. 

The Sun opposite the Moon brings your home, family and intimate relationships into sharper 

focus for the following two weeks of this moon phase. Opposing forces such as work versus 

home, or what you need versus what you want, create inner tension and external pressures. 

This can lead to conflict and crises that drain your energy. 

The lunar qualities of emotions and instincts reach their peak at a Full Moon. So use your 

increased emotional strength and intuition to overcome any relationship challenges. 

Subconscious awareness allows for an impartial and balanced look at your personal 

relationships. You will clearly see any relationship dynamics or negative feelings causing 

disharmony. 

 

March 17 – St. Patrick’s Day 

Saint Patrick was a priest during the late 5th century. He was born into slavery, but escaped and 

later became a bishop. He is considered the “patron saint of Ireland” because of his mission 

work during this time. Saint Patrick was, contrary to popular belief, not a saint, but rather a 

Romano-British missionary who is now held up in the Anglican Communion, Old Catholic Church, 

Eastern Orthodox Church. Simply, he started and enforced the Enlightenment in Ireland. When 

asked what St. Patrick’s Day is a celebration of, most people respond in one of two ways: 1) 

“We’re celebrating being Irish/We get to be Irish for a day” or 2) “We’re celebrating driving the 

snakes out of Ireland.” As far as history is concerned, there never were any snakes in Ireland. In 

fact, the snakes are a larger metaphor for a group of people that was instead erased – The 

Druids and Celtic Polytheists (or, who we know today as the Pagans) of Ireland. 

In predominantly Christian societies, traditions such as the Christmas tree, Halloween, and the 

Easter Bunny are derived from Druid and Pagan traditions based in harvest and fertility. 

However, after their conversion to Christianity in the late 5th century, many traditions were also 

lost. They practiced in groves, temples, and natural religious sites, such as the Hill of Tara. Their 

practices, which revered nature and deities of all genders, was instead replaced by a patriarchal 

monotheistic religion which was largely taking over Europe. They had an oral tradition when it 

came to sharing stories of the Gods, but many of these songs have been forgotten. What is left, 

however, has allowed for the creation of Neopaganism, which is the form of Paganism people are 

familiar with today.  
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March 19 – Ostara/Spring Equinox 

Ostara 
 
Animals/Mythical Creatures – unicorn, merpeople, pegasus, rabbit/Easter bunny, chicks, swallows, 

snakes 
Gemstones – rose quartz, moonstone, amethyst, aquamarine, bloodstone, red jasper 
Incense/Oil – African violet, lotus, jasmine, rose, magnolia, sage lavender, narcissus, ginger, broom, 

strawberry 
Colors/Candles – gold, light green, grass green, robin’s egg blue, lemon yellow, pale pink, anything 
pastel 

Tools/Symbols/Decorations – colored eggs, baskets, green clothes, shamrock, equilateral cross, 

butterfly, cocoons, sprouting plants; violets, lily, spring wildflowers, new clothes, lamb, hare/rabbit 
Goddesses – Eostre (Saxon Goddess of Fertility), Ostara (the German Goddess of Fertility), Kore, 
Maiden, Isis, Astarte (Persia, GrecoRoman), Ishtar (Babylonian), Minerva (Roman), Youthful Goddesses. 

Faerie Queen, Lady of the Lake (Welsh-Cornish), the Green Goddess 
Gods – Hare, Green Man, Youthful Gods, Warrior Gods, Taliesin, Lord of the Greenwood (English), Dagda 
(Irish), Cernunnos (Greco-Celtic), Pan (Greek), Adonis (Greek) 

Essence – strength, birthing, completion, power, love, sexuality, embodiment of spirit, fertility, opening, 

beginning 
Dynamics/Meaning – the God comes of age, sexual union of the Lord & Lady, sprouting, greening, 
balance of light and dark 

Purpose – plant and animal fertility, sowing 

Rituals/Magick – spellcrafting, invention, new growth, new projects, seed blessing 
Customs – wearing green, new clothes, Celtic bird festival, egg baskets coloring eggs, collecting birds 

eggs, bird watching, egg hunts, starting new projects, spring planting 

Foods – light foods, fish, maple sugar candies, hot crossed buns, sweet breads, hard boiled eggs, honey 
cakes, seasonal fruits, milk punch, egg drinks 

Herbs – acorns, celandine, tansy, cinquefoil, crocus, daffodil, dogwood, Irish moss, ginger, honeysuckle, 
iris, jasmine, rose, hyssop, linden, strawberry, violets 

Element/Gender – air/male 
Threshold – dawn 

 
 

To learn more about this and other Sabbats, get our Sabbats eBook at 

http://witchsupercenter.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=84&products_id=264  

 

March 24, 4:28 am – New Moon  

The New Moon in Aries marks the beginning of a new cycle. The Pisces New Moon cycle ends and 

the Aries New Moon cycle begins. The New Moon in Aries is a good time to commit to personal 

goals that express the positive energies of the sign of the Ram. It’s time to take action – try 

something new and innovative, and go at it with gusto and confidence. 

Aries is the first sign of the zodiac, and a New Moon in Aries is especially ripe with opportunity 

for new beginnings. We might consider acting on a constructive impulse and following a hunch or 

taking a risk. Aries learns through experience and action, so we might treat ourselves to a little 

adventure now. It’s also a good cycle under which to discover the benefits of expressing 

ourselves with authenticity – expressing ourselves as we are, without putting on airs. We might 

also find ways to learn how to rely on ourselves and to be happy about doing so – it will go a 

long way towards finding inner happiness when we know that we can be self-sufficient without 

blaming others for not helping us out. It’s a time to revitalize ourselves through experiences that 

break the routine and that involve doing something new and fresh. 
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However, this New Moon forms a square to the Nodes of the Moon, suggesting some obstacles to 

clear as we wrestle with whether our new beginnings support our growth. Also, Mars, the ruler of 

Aries is found between Saturn and Pluto, suggesting some frustration. We can feel hemmed in or 

blocked. 

 

We're now on Twitter  

You can get recipes, updates when we add new products, announcements of local events 

and more. Follow us at https://twitter.com/WitchSC 

Like us on Facebook 

Visit our page at https://www.facebook.com/WitchSuperCenter 

 

 

Academy Botanica 

Online Herbal Medicine School 

 

 

www.AcademyBotanica.com  
 
 
Learn Herbal Medicine and    

 
Create an Herbal Medicine Cabinet    
 
Herbs & Supplies Sent to you in the mail.   

 
4 Lessons & 1 Supply Package each month.  

 
Only $30 a month! 

 
 

 
Visit http://academybotanica.com/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=1&products_id=1 to 
enroll.    
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Witch SuperCenter March Sale Items 

Bend Over Oil - Regular Price $10.99, Sale Price $9.99 
Smokeless Smudge Spray, Sage – Regular Price - $8.99, Sale Price - $7.99  

The Sabbats eBook - Regular Price - $5.99, Sale Price - $4.99 
Jasmine Spearmint Herbal Tea - Regular Price - $5.99, Sale Price - $4.99  
Deluxe Wicca Starter Kit w/Money Spell - Regular Price $99.99, Sale Price $89.99 

To see all of our sale items, visit 

http://witchsupercenter.net/store/index.php?main_page=specials   

 

Herb of the Month 

Mullein – Fire/Saturn; Gender – Feminine; Parts Used - The whole 
Herb; Magickal Properties - Powerful Protection; Uses - Cary in a an 

amulet to protect against any unwanted influences; also, carry with 
you to guard against any wild animals when in the wilderness; burn 

the leaves when banishing strong negative influences and for an 
immediate halt to bad habits. 

To learn more about this and other herbs, get our Magickal Herbs 
eBook at 

http://witchsupercenter.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=84&products_id=260  

 

Stone of the Month 

Citrine - Sunny Citrine has a joyful vibration that transmits 

outward to those nearby, making it ideal for any setting. 

Working with Citrine can help overcoming depression, 

releasing anger, and learning effective communication skills. 

Citrine can activate the imagination, bringing more creative 

visions to a clearer mind. It can enhance optimism in any 

situation, bringing a more positive outlook into the conscious 

and subconscious mind, which allows for more insightful 

decision making. Citrine is often credited with attracting 

synchronicity by opening the mind to new ideas, discerning which are most likely to 

succeed, allowing those to develop, and following through with them to their happy 

conclusion. 

Powered by the Sun, Citrine warms, cleanses, and energizes. Highly protective, Citrine 

makes a great tool for transmuting negative energy. Citrine heightens self-discipline, 
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attracting professional success and wealth. Most often associated with the Solar Plexus 

Chakra, Citrine can also be used to cleanse all of the Chakras. Citrine will help support 

the energy of a family environment at work or at home. 

Physically, Citrine can support and enhance healing for the spine, the digestive and 

elimination organs, and the metabolism. Citrine can facilitate detoxification and 

stimulate circulation. Often used for chronic fatigue, Citrine has a reputation of being 

able to increase energy and drive. This property can also help those who are trying to 

lose weight, by encouraging optimism about achieving their goals. 

 

Rune of the Month 

 

Ansuz (A: The As, ancestral god, i.e. Odin.) – A revealing message or 

insight, communication; Signals, inspiration, enthusiasm, speech, true 

vision, power of words and naming; Blessings, the taking of advice; 

Good health, harmony, truth, wisdom. Ansuz Reversed or Merkstave: 

Misunderstanding, delusion, manipulation by others, boredom; Vanity 

and grandiloquence. (Odin is a mighty, but duplicitous god. He always 

has his own agenda.) 

To learn more about this and other runes, get our Rune Dice Book at 
http://witchsupercenter.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=84&products_id=262  

 

 

Tarot Card of the Month 

Two of Pentacles – The Two of Pentacles is a card about balance - 
the coins are displayed in a manner that is precarious; any small 
change in wind or weight can tip and send them falling. Those who 

have more coins to go around, can afford to be less careful, but at 

this moment things may be tight. Wealth is a kind of energy, and it is 
energy that we easily notice when it is positive (abundance) or 

negative (bills and debt).  

There is a possibility that you are trying hard to keep the two aspects 
of your life in a perfect and delicate balance. This could be your 
career, money, love and health. The balancing act depicted in the 
card suggests that there are two major factors that you are deeply concerned about. It 

is time for you to step back to have a better perspective of the situation. While you may 
initially think it will save you time, multi-tasking may just worsen the situation. Cut 
down on your tasks and concentrate on these two factors which are troubling you. 
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You've done a good job keeping things stable, for you seem to be able to adapt well to 

all of the changes which require you to continually re-balance. 

When it comes to love, the Two of Pentacles is associated with your inability to provide 
the energy and time required to make your partner happy. Your partnership should be 
your main priority, but with all the madness in other areas of your life, you are finding it 
hard to devote your attention to your loved ones. With regards to finances, you should 

watch the bottom line. You should have a clear picture on your financial state. Plan your 
finances accordingly; control your expenditures and increase your stream of income to 
create a solid foundation for your future. In terms of health, this card is asking you to 
find a balance between your own well-being and your responsibilities. It's easy to make 

yourself the last priority when you have so many things happening around you.  

Reversed Two of Pentacles Meaning 

When the Two of Pentacles is in reversed position, it can mean that you are trying to 

juggle far too many things in your life. You need to take at least a short break to 
eliminate the stress. In case you are feeling that you can’t handle everything, you need 
to consider your own well-being and provide yourself with time to breathe. In your work, 

the Two of Pentacles reversal can be a positive omen. Avoid committing to a lot of 
things since it will overwhelm you. 

In your finances, you need to learn how to live within your means. The Two of Pentacles 
reversal meaning reminds you to be aware of your income and expenditures since 
overspending can become a large issue, especially when you are being pulled in many 

directions. 

To learn more about this and other Tarot Cards, get our Basic Tarot Card Reading eBook 
at  

http://witchsupercenter.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=84&products_id=251  
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Correspondence of the Month 

Flowers 

Rose Acacia – friendship 

Amaryllis – beautiful but timid 

Blue Bell – constancy 
Buttercup – riches; memories of childhood 

Camellia – gratitude; perfect loveliness 
Carnation – pure and deep love 

White Clover – I promise 
Four Leaf Clover – be mine 

Red Columbine – anxious and trembling 
Dahlia – dignity and elegance 

Daffodil – unrequited love 

Garden Daisy – I share your feelings 
Single Field Daisy – I will think of it 
Dandelion – oracle; coquetry 
Foxglove – insincerity; occupation 

Rose Geranium – I prefer you 
Honeysuckle – devoted love; fidelity 
Hyacinth – constancy; benevolence 
White Jasmine – amiability 

Jonquil – desire; affection returned 
Lavender – mistrust 

Purple Lilac – first emotions of love 
White Lily – majesty; purity 

Lily of the Valley – return of happiness 

Lupine – dejection 
Magnolia – love of nature 
Marigold – sacred affection 
Garden Marigold – grief; chagrin 

Mignonette – your qualities surpass your charms 
Morning Glory – coquetry; affection 
Myrtle – love in absence 
Purple Pansy – you occupy my thoughts 

Periwinkle – sweet memories 
Phlox – our hears are united 
Pimpernel – rendezvous; change 
Primrose – modest worth; silent love 

Rhododendron – agitation 
Rosebud – confession on love 
Red Rose – I love you 

White Rose – silence 
Yellow Rose – infidelity, unfaithfulness 
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Snapdragon – presumption 

Snowball – goodness; thoughts of heaven 
Snowdrop – consolation; a friend in adversity 

Sunflower – false riches 
Sweet Pea – a meeting 

Red Tulip – declaration of love 
Blue Violet – faithfulness 

White Violet – purity; candor; modesty 
Zinnia – I mourn your absence 

To learn more about this and other correspondences, get our Magickal Correspondences 
eBook at 
http://witchsupercenter.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=84&products_id=259  

 

Spell of the Month 

Egg Divination 

HOW DOES OOMANCY WORK?  

This ancestral divination method consists in placing 

an egg white in a glass of water and interpreting the 
forms it creates. 

This divinatory art is one of the most ancient but it 

remains commonly used today.  

There are several oomancy techniques, which the oomancer can choose from depending 

on their preference but also on the regions where oomancy is performed. In fact, this 
practice was originally most popular in the French and Italian countryside.  

Here are two oomancy methods that you can easily try out, if you want to. 

1. OOMANCY USING A GLASS 

You need: 

A glass half full of clear, lukewarm water 
A fresh egg. 

Here is how to proceed: 

Break the egg and separate the yolk.  Then, pour the egg white into the glass of water.  
Add a few coarse salt grains, mix thoroughly and let stand for a few hours.  Observe the 

forms that appear in the glass of water. 
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2. OOMANCY USING A BOTTLE OF WATER 

You need: 

A bottle made of clear glass 
Water 
A fresh egg white 

 How to proceed: 

Fill the bottle with water almost to the top. Put a fresh egg white in it. Then, place the 
bottle on the ground, preferably in direct contact with the earth (in the backyard, for 

instance, or simply on a terrace or balcony). 

When the morning comes, observe the drawings and forms outlined by the egg white in 
the bottle and try to interpret them and decipher the deep meaning of what you see. 

HOW TO INTERPRET THE MESSAGE FROM THE EGG 

Whether you chose to put oomancy into practice using a glass or a bottle, the most 
delicate part of this divination art resides in interpreting what you see. To grasp the 
message from the egg: 

Focus on the question, event or person that concerns you.  Observe the forms (and 

potentially the color nuances) that appear in the glass or bottle of water. 

Reading from an egg white is a bit like reading from coffee grounds. There are no strict rules. 

Interpreting them usually relies on the form you perceive. It is very subjective, and personal. 

You will have to let your intuition, your subconscious and first impressions do the talking. 

 
http://witchsupercenter.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=84&products_id=252 
To receive more spells, get our Wicca 101 and Beyond: A Witch's Grimoire eBook at  

 
 


